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Abstract: The design and production of prefabricated buildings pose challenges in achieving stan-
dardization, limiting their extensive adoption. In order to address issues of prefabricated components,
such as the low reusability of design knowledge, limited standardization, and design disconnection,
this paper adopted the prefabricated cantilevered structure components as the research object. It
employs knowledge-based engineering (KBE) theory and secondary split modularization approach
in conjunction with Revit secondary development technology to establish a modular design system.
The system formalizes complex design knowledge into concise user interfaces and a logically clear
programming language, ensuring the design system’s ease of use and accessibility. To validate the
authenticity and applicability of the modular design system developed in this paper, a comparison is
made between the traditional modeling tool and modular modeling tool. Through empirical analysis,
the result indicates that the new tool proposed in this paper can enhance the efficiency of design
professionals by 72.92%. Among these, the tool meets the modeling and design requirements of
96.1% of the prefabricated components in the project, making it highly suitable for the modeling and
design process of the vast majority of prefabricated components. Therefore, this design approach,
which integrates KBE and three-dimensional geometric technology, makes the modular design of
prefabricated cantilevered structural components feasible, providing a reference for future research
in the design of other prefabricated components.

Keywords: prefabricated components; cantilevered structural; knowledge-based engineering;
modular design; tool development

1. Introduction

With the ongoing development of the construction industry, on-site construction meth-
ods are gradually leading to off-site manufacturing and off-site construction, offering a
fresh perspective for sustainable growth in the construction sector [1]. In comparison to
traditional construction, prefabricated buildings exhibit distinct advantages, including
cost-effective labor, shortened project timelines, improved resource and energy efficiency,
and heightened project quality assurance [2–5]. This issue has resulted in a gradual increase
in their prominence within new construction projects. Nevertheless, the standardization of
design and production in prefabricated construction remains relatively low, and design effi-
ciency falls short of meeting the requirements for industrialized construction [6]. Therefore,
enhancing the design efficiency and quality of prefabricated buildings is indispensable.

As a critical element in assembly construction, prefabricated components play a
significant role throughout the various stages of assembly construction, including design,
production, transportation, and construction [7,8]. These components are manufactured
in factories according to design specifications and then transported to the construction
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site for assembly, ultimately achieving the assembly of the target components [9]. With
the ongoing advancement of construction industrialization, the demand for the batch
design and modification of prefabricated components increases; thus, designers introduced
modular design methods, which is progressively emerging as a prominent trend [10–12].
Many scholars have adhered to the principles of the humanized design concept, in which
various functional modules can be freely combined, leading to diverse and optimized
designs of functional spaces. In turn, the time of product replacement and maintenance is
shortened, and the consistency and quality of modeling are improved [11]. Therefore, the
modular design of residential buildings is particularly important, which can improve the
efficiency and quality of building design. At present, prefabricated construction is divided
into various prefabricated components, such as walls, beams, slabs, and columns, and each
of them undergoes modular design. However, this approach remains at the overall design
level of prefabricated components and does not provide further detailed disassembly, which
can result in inflexible design changes for the components [13]. Therefore, the modular
design for components is of paramount importance, and it should consider various factors
to ensure the smooth operation of subsequent projects.

For the modular design of prefabricated components, the rationality of module split-
ting and standardization becomes crucial. Integrating design standards into module design
and leveraging structural databases allow for the acquisition of the optimal approach
to modular design [14]. For instance, determining module design dimensions based on
module production and installation processes can enhance the universality of module com-
ponents [15]. By using a construction method based on steel structural module connections,
establishing a simplified finite element model for global modular connections facilitates
predictive simulation research on the mechanics of components [16]. To address complex
engineering design problems involving multiple variables and conditions, it is possible
to organically combine design, production, and construction, parameterizing the concrete
and rebar modules of prefabricated components separately [17]. Cantilevered elements
are commonly modeled by beams and plates. For the modeling and mechanical analysis
of these elements, particularly their vibrations, classical and shear deformable beam and
plate theories can be utilized [18–22]. In the context of remote manufacturing, ensuring the
multi-dimensional consistency of product modularity and construction process modular-
ity [23] can enhance the digitalization level of prefabricated components. Industrialized
construction means that the construction industry needs to continuously learn from other
fields, such as introducing the DFMA concept from the manufacturing industry. This can
help to mitigate challenges in the construction industry, such as low process efficiency and
component standardization [24]. Li et al. [25] proposed an intelligent layout method for
rebar modules based on DFMA, addressing construction phase requirements during the
design phase to enhance rebar construction efficiency and reduce unnecessary costs.

In the realm of prefabricated construction, each phase of design, production, and
construction is intricately guided by specialized knowledge, which results in construction
enterprises amassing extensive design blueprints and construction experience. However,
these knowledge-intensive enterprises often struggle to fully utilize their existing design
knowledge [25,26]. To address this, the concept of knowledge-based engineering (KBE) is
introduced into the component design process [27]. Feigenbaum [28] first articulated the di-
rection of KBE, which involves acquiring and organizing knowledge from different sources
and efficiently managing it, subsequently transforming it into computerized intelligent
processing programs. As a product of the intersection development of computer-aided
design (CAD) and computer programming disciplines [29], KBE serves as the theoretical
foundation for the development of specialized software tools. These tools aim to achieve the
reuse of engineering knowledge related to products and processes, ultimately enhancing
product design efficiency and reducing product development costs [30]. To implement KBE
systems effectively, it is essential to integrate suitable programming methods, establish a
clear understanding of the relationships between problems, and achieve the generation of
rule-driven models [31].
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Many scholars have proposed knowledge reuse models based on CAD/CAE (i.e., KBE
technology) [27,30,32,33], demonstrating that KBE can facilitate a rapid product design and
support parametric design for complex products. For instance, Corallo et al. [34] applied
KBE in the design of aircraft gear shafts, significantly improving design efficiency and
reducing research and development costs. By integrating knowledge and information
resources, merging physical production with knowledge production, the level of product
intelligence continues to rise, pushing society from the industrialization phase into the
intelligent phase. Li et al. [35] introduced KBE technology to load the parameters, design
experience, and rules of the target product into the model program, enabling innovative
design and knowledge reuse. Gembarski et al. [36], using the KBE modeling paradigm of
computer-aided design (CAD) systems, achieved a rapid design and customized production
by establishing parametric models, defining design rules and automating the generation of
design. Chen et al. [37] proposed the concept and architecture of a mechanical product rapid
design platform based on modular design and knowledge engineering. They discussed key
technologies, including computer-aided modular design techniques and the construction
of specific product rapid development systems based on KBE. KBE theory is capable of
meeting high repeatability, restrictiveness, and rule-based requirements [38]. At present,
KBE is primarily applied in the field of mechanics. To expand its horizons in the construction
field, this paper explores the effectiveness of KBE in its application in this field.

This paper focuses on the research of complex prefabricated cantilevered structural
components. It employs KBE theory and integrates secondary split modularization meth-
ods. Using the Revit development platform and object-oriented knowledge expression
techniques, a modular design tool for prefabricated components is developed. By analyzing
the design challenges of cantilever structural components, constraints and design rules are
examined and summarized. Subsequently, Visual Studio programming tools are utilized
to create Winform application windows. Finally, design rules are codified using the C#
programming language, enhancing the precision of modeling for prefabricated cantilever
structural components.

2. Problem Description
2.1. Classification of Prefabricated Cantilevered Structural Components

The prefabricated building comprises a multitude of prefabricated components, which
are manufactured by the factory based on design drawings and transported to the con-
struction site for assembly. With the advancement of the construction industry and the
emergence of prefabricated buildings, there has been an increasing utilization of prefab-
ricated components, which plays a crucial role in China’s large-scale urban construction.
Therefore, enhancing the design efficiency and precision of these components is an urgent
issue that needs to be addressed. In residential buildings, cantilevered structural members
differ from conventional internal and external walls as well as structural columns since they
serve as load-bearing elements utilizing cable structures or other cantilevered structures.
Cantilevered structural components typically exhibit complex shapes and diverse types.
Table 1 illustrates several common component types.
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Table 1. Main classifications of cantilevered structural components.

Cantilevered
Structural

Components

Name Classifications

Balcony board

Beam balcony board Slab balcony board
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2.2. Challenges in the Design of Prefabricated Cantilevered Structural Components

Common 3D design software, such as Autodesk Revit 2016, does not include an inde-
pendent design module for cantilever structural components. There are two conventional
design methods for such components: one is to draw the outline based on sketches, using
stair or floor sketches to outline the component; the other is to create the outline based on
families, using functions like extrusion, sweep, and cut to complete the component’s out-
line. Finally, the reinforcement is modeled at the corresponding locations using the Rebar
creation option. Nevertheless, when modeling using the above methods, the following
issues arise:

• Complex component information

Cantilever structural components have unique shapes that cannot be defined using
standard rectangular or circular parameters. Additionally, designers need to specify the
component’s structural settings, such as the diameter of the reinforcement and the layout
rules. These layout rules for the same type of reinforcement vary in different locations
within the component. The complexity of the component’s shape and the reinforcement
leads to a multitude of control parameters and challenging definitions in component design.

• Poor modeling accuracy

Even though commonly used 3D design software provides the “Reinforcement” feature
for parameterized reinforcement layout, poor modeling accuracy occurs. However, this
functionality is fundamentally based on sketch shapes to create objects. During the definition
process of this functionality, constraints related to the dimensions of the rebar template,
boundary directions, locking status, and the plane where the sketch is located impose
limitations. This leads to non-unique solutions in generating reinforcement within the profile
of the target component, often resulting in failures and inaccuracies in rebar modeling.
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• Low efficiency in modifications

The low parameter correlation between sketches in different frameworks makes it
impossible to perform batch modifications on the same component. For instance, when
adjusting the outline of a component model individually, it is necessary to open and edit the
outline sketch. After completing the interaction, the related structural diagrams do not sync
with the changes, requiring manual adjustments by designers. This not only increases the
operational burden on designers but also introduces the risk of errors in other components.

In summary, when creating cantilevered structural components in 3D design software,
the following optimizations can be implemented: (1) Discretize components into simple
elements; analyze and organize the parameters of these elements; and independently
design each element to provide them with adaptive parametric deformability. (2) Define
steel reinforcement boundary conditions and size constraints rationally to enhance the
robustness during modeling. (3) Establish linkage relationships between elements to
simplify the user logic and improve modification efficiency for designers.

3. Research Methodology

Guided by the principles of KBE, this paper embarked on the modular design of
cantilevered structural components. The modules were subjected to a secondary split
modularization. Subsequently, via secondary development within Revit, employing object-
oriented knowledge representation, a responsive modular design system for cantilever
structural components was established. This system addresses design challenges associated
with cantilevered components, ultimately improving the design efficiency of professionals.
The design flowchart is illustrated in Figure 1.
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3.1. The Theoretical Foundation of KBE

KBE is an engineering design system driven by design knowledge and technology.
Through the establishment of computer-aided design (CAD) systems or product informa-
tion management systems, KBE aims to improve the efficiency of product design by means
of knowledge exploration, propagation, representation, inheritance, and management [39].
At the core of KBE lies the tenet of knowledge reuse, manifesting its pervasive applications
across the spectrum of engineering product design and manufacturing [30]. Knowledge
decomposition and representation serve as essential techniques in the implementation of
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knowledge engineering systems. Accurate knowledge decomposition results and appropri-
ate knowledge representation methods enable the smooth resolution of complex problems.
The process of building a KBE system is illustrated in Figure 2.
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3.2. Secondary Split Modularization

In the prefabricated components of residential buildings, they can be initially divided
into vertically stressed components, bent stressed components, cantilevered stressed compo-
nents, and non-stressed components based on the structural load patterns. This process is
referred to as primary split design. Subsequently, the components after primary split are
subjected to standardized design. At present, there are two main methods for achieving
component standardization: component-level design and element-level design. Component-
level design refers to the typification of architectural components and the coordination
of modulars. It first classifies the building into prefabricated internal walls, prefabricated
external walls, prefabricated composite panels, prefabricated balcony slabs, and prefabri-
cated bay windows, among other categories. Then, it standardizes their dimensions by
establishing reasonable component sizes and standards, adhering to the design principle
of “few specifications, multiple combinations” [40]. Element-level design focuses on stan-
dardizing reinforcing cages and making molds more universal. By reducing the variety of
rebar cages to increase the versatility of reinforcement, production costs can be reduced.
Through the combination of component-level and element-level design methods, the degree
of component standardization can be improved, enabling the regulated and controllable
manufacturing of building components within a factory. However, the primary split and its
standardization method is only applicable to prefabricated components with simple struc-
tural configurations. For components with diverse designs, it fails to meet the requirements.
For instance, after a primary split, cantilevered structural components may exhibit issues
such as lower overall design level, safety concerns, and insufficient standardization.

Therefore, this paper introduces a module-level standardization approach. It applied
a secondary split modularization of components in a “component-level to module-level
to element-level” workflow. Components are broken down into multiple modules, each
with separately defined design parameters related to geometry, structure, and construction
characteristics, and independently modeling each module as individual units. Subsequently,
through the interrelated combination of modules, a refined design of the target component
is achieved. In addition to addressing design front-end issues, the disassembly process
should also involve understanding factory production requirements and collecting feedback
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from on-site construction. For instance, when standardizing the rebar layout rules within
components, it is essential to adhere to modular and standardization principles oriented
towards manufacturing and assembly. This approach ensures that the results of secondary
split are more reasonable and minimizes excessive design alterations. The manufacturing
DFMA theory aims to maximize the design rationality through the targeted research
and development of the subsequent manufacturing and assembly process in the product
design stage. DFMA includes two parts: Design for Manufacturing (DFM) and Design
for Assembly (DFA), which respectively require product design to be integrated with
knowledge and experience of manufacturing and assembly processes. Thus, the product
has excellent manufacturability and assemblability. Figure 3 illustrates the application
of the secondary split modularization design approach in the various phases of design,
production, and construction. Tailoring the rebar projecting forms, anchoring methods, and
overlay sequences for each module are conducted in response to production and assembly
requirements, as well as relevant standards and regulatory knowledge. This ensures the
refined and standardized design of each module.
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For the secondary split modularization of cantilevered structural components, adher-
ence to modular segmentation principles is essential to meet production and construction
requirements, thereby reducing barriers between design and production. Table 2 presents
the outcomes of the secondary split for cantilevered structural components, including
balcony boards, air conditioning boards, and bay windows.

Table 2. Results of the secondary split modularization of cantilevered structural components.

Component Level Modular Level Element Level (Example) Determining Parameters
(Example)

Balcony board
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Table 2. Cont.

Component Level Modular Level Element Level (Example) Determining Parameters
(Example)

Air conditioning board
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modular component design. However, with the recent diversification in architectural 
forms, Revit may not meet the design needs of all components. Therefore, this paper fo-
cuses on the secondary development of Revit to expand its functionality and further en-
hance component design efficiency. 

3.3.1. Development Platform and Workflow 
Developing the relevant features on the Revit platform entails utilizing Revit’s Ap-

plication Programming Interface (API) and Software Development Kit (SDK), which al-
lows for the establishment of connections between input conditions, geometric expres-
sions, and model output. For the secondary development of Autodesk, the C# program-
ming language is the most suitable choice. Therefore, prior to commencing development, 
it is essential to install the 2016 version of Revit, the 2016 version of SDK and the 2017 
version of Visual Studio (VS). In VS, the .NET class library or .NET console application 
project were created, and then added references in the integrated development environ-
ment, including the “Revit API.dll” and “Revit APIUI.dll” assemblies. The development 
process involves utilizing the object-oriented C# language within the API for plugin de-
velopment. Subsequently, these plugins are compiled and integrated into Revit for testing 
purposes. Following the design and modeling steps of prefabricated components, the 
knowledge expression phase, which involves the development of modular design tools 
for cantilever structural components, was carried out. During the compilation process, 
developers have the flexibility to incorporate applications through the external command 
interface available in the API. For instance, the IExternalCommand interface provides the 
capability to extend development within its execution function, Execute. Additional aux-
iliary functions can be integrated here. It is crucial to employ Transaction transactions 
when conducting changes within the Revit model. All operations that modify the model 
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3.3. Revit Secondary Development Revit

The 2016 version of Revit is a computer-aided design software for three-dimensional
engineering design. It performs tasks such as digital modeling, calculations, drawing,
and information management using computers, enabling the intelligent design and visual
representation of architectural projects. Additionally, it is one of the primary avenues for
modular component design. However, with the recent diversification in architectural forms,
Revit may not meet the design needs of all components. Therefore, this paper focuses
on the secondary development of Revit to expand its functionality and further enhance
component design efficiency.

3.3.1. Development Platform and Workflow

Developing the relevant features on the Revit platform entails utilizing Revit’s Appli-
cation Programming Interface (API) and Software Development Kit (SDK), which allows
for the establishment of connections between input conditions, geometric expressions,
and model output. For the secondary development of Autodesk, the C# programming
language is the most suitable choice. Therefore, prior to commencing development, it is
essential to install the 2016 version of Revit, the 2016 version of SDK and the 2017 version
of Visual Studio (VS). In VS, the .NET class library or .NET console application project
were created, and then added references in the integrated development environment, in-
cluding the “Revit API.dll” and “Revit APIUI.dll” assemblies. The development process
involves utilizing the object-oriented C# language within the API for plugin development.
Subsequently, these plugins are compiled and integrated into Revit for testing purposes.
Following the design and modeling steps of prefabricated components, the knowledge
expression phase, which involves the development of modular design tools for cantilever
structural components, was carried out. During the compilation process, developers have
the flexibility to incorporate applications through the external command interface available
in the API. For instance, the IExternalCommand interface provides the capability to extend
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development within its execution function, Execute. Additional auxiliary functions can be
integrated here. It is crucial to employ Transaction transactions when conducting changes
within the Revit model. All operations that modify the model must occur within an open
transaction to avoid exceptions being raised by Revit. Figure 4 illustrates the flowchart of
Revit secondary development.
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3.3.2. Development Process for Design Tools

Based on the UI (user interface) design functionality within the Revit software, the
IExternalApplication interface and Ribbon controls were utilized to identify and load external
plugins through the .addin file. This extends and enhances standalone Revit functionalities.
The IExternalApplication interface needs to implement two abstract functions: “OnStartup”
and “OnShutdown”. As shown in Formula (1), designers input the program language in the
compilation area, bind buttons and backend processes, and then override the two abstract
functions To, ultimately, automatically respond to the relevant user commands to accomplish
the desired functionalities. The functional panel mainly consists of three parts: modular
design, checks and calculations, and component management, as depicted in Figure 5.

class CreateRibbon : IExternalApplication
{
public Result OnShutdown(UIControlledApplication application)
{
return Result.Succeeded;
}
public Result OnStartup(UIControlledApplication application)
{

/ ∗ The area of compling code. ∗ /
return Result.Succeeded;
}
}

(1)
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• User Interface Design

In this paper, WinForm technology was employed for the development of the user
interface (UI) to enhance user readability and usability. The parameters of cantilevered
structural components were systematically categorized and presented to users through a
graphical interface. After embedding knowledge into the model, the model’s dependence on
2D CAD drawings for design was eliminated, and it gained robust adaptability to changes.
The user interface design for cantilever structural components can be observed in Figure 6.
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In this section, the pivotal code concept was as follows:

1. Configure the main windows. The main windows were named as the components
after the first split. These various component types were indicated by “RadioBut-
tons”. For example, “RadioButton1.Text” was set as “Beam balcony board,” and
“RadioButton2.Text” was set as “Slab balcony board”.

2. Configure sub-windows. The sub-windows were named as the components after the
secondary split. The sub-windows were created using a “FlowLayoutPanel”, forming
docked windows that can be collapsed or hidden within their corresponding main
window. In the sub-window interface’s dropdown menu, “RadioButton”, “Com-
boBox”, “Label”, and “TextBox” were utilized for embedding knowledge parameters.
By using the appropriate knowledge engineering components, these were linked to
bind the corresponding module design parameters. For example, in the dropdown
menu of the right-line module in the air conditioning board, “RadioButton” was used
to indicate line style types and rebar diameters. “Label” and “TextBox” were used to
represent module outline parameters and rebar spacing.
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3. Configure the confirm and cancel buttons. The “Confirm” and “Cancel” functions
were both configured using “Button”. When the user initiated the “Confirm” button
click event, the program automatically checked for input errors in the UI. If the
input of necessary modules or related design parameters is missing, the program will
prompt an error and automatically cancel the operation. If no such problem exists, the
procedure will continue. When the user initiates a “Cancel” click event, the program
will immediately terminate without making any judgment.

• Creating module libraries for prefabricated cantilevered structures

The module library of the prefabricated cantilevered structure was implemented based
on data linkage between the UI interface and design rules, as depicted in Figure 7. The rules’
engine is formed by computer program logic, formalizing and conditioning knowledge-
decomposition-derived rules for balcony board reinforcement anchorage forms, so that the
program can automatically process user input data according to predefined rules. This com-
pletes the required part modeling and forms a standardized module library after verification
to avoid redundant modeling and improve module design efficiency. The following details
describe the design and development process of cantilevered structural components:
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1. Generate contour family examples of prefabricated cantilevered structures

The program’s fundamental concept for generating the instantiation family is to utilize
Revit’s external family functions to create instances of various contour and rebar types,
while setting relevant design parameters. As depicted in Figure 8, the figure illustrates
the outline model of the C-Shape line module within the air conditioning board member.
Depending on the location of the contour family file, it is loaded into the code compilation
document using the “LoadFamily” function.
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Figure 8. Model of the C-shaped line modules.

A collector of family types is created, filtering for the target contour family type
“FamilySymbol” and instantiating the family type through the “Create.newFamilyInstance”
function to obtain “FamilyInstance”. In this scenario, parameter values need modifi-
cation to accomplish the parametric design of the desired product. Among them, for
instance, the length in the line module can be automatically matched with the foundation
board module’s length or width during the compilation process by enabling data binding.
Other design parameters need to be bound based on user input from UI. For example,
Formula (2) modifies the length value in the C-shape line module and Formulas (3) and (4)
modify its height value:

FamilyInstance.LookupParameter(“length_xL”).Set(banIn f o.boardLength); (2)

height_xh_TextBox.Text = lineBaseIn f o.CStyle.Height_xh.ToString(); (3)

FamilyInstance.LookupParameter(“height_xh”)
.Set(cStyle.Height_xh/304.8);

(4)

2. Rebar arrangement for prefabricated cantilevered structural modules

The basic idea behind creating rebar involves dividing areas according to rebar posi-
tions in models and utilizing API’s “Line.create()” function to establish positioning lines.
Subsequently obtaining “PlanarFace” of steel bar allows arranging rebar based on rebar
instance, positioning lines, and contour surface using the “Create.NewFamilyInstance”
instantiation method. Taking C-shaped line as an example, the respective positioning lines
were calculated for each rebar segment with the spatial layout shown in Figure 9.
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We calculated the angle bar positioning line of the straight rebar. The line module was
divided into four regions (region1–region4). The length, width, and height of the foundation
board were boardLength, boardWidth, and boardHeight respectively. The coordinates of the
foundation board were (XBoard, Yboard, and Zboard). We calculated the positioning line of
the s1–s8 straight rebar. The layout spacing of the straight rebar was strDis. The thickness
of the protective layer was protLayerThickness and the diameter of triple bend rebar was
triDia. The U-shaped rebar was uDia in diameter and the bilateral reverse bend rebar was
biRevDia in diameter. The formula for calculating the positioning line of the s1 rebar in the
figure is as follows:

The start coordinates of s1, named sStartPt:
XBoard + boardLength + xb1− protLayerThickness− triDia− strDia

2 ,

YBoard− boardWidth
2 ,

ZBoard + upLi f tHeight− protLayerThickness−max{triDia, uDia}

 (5)

The end coordinates of s1, named sEndPt:
XBoard + boardLength + xb1− protLayerThickness− triDia− strDia

2 ,

YBoard + boardWidth
2 ,

ZBoard + upLi f tHeight− protLayerThickness−max{triDia, uDia}

 (6)

The positioning line of s1, named sLoc:

Line.CreateBound(sStartPt, sEndPt) (7)

The rebar was generated based on the line outline to form a horizontal plane. Specifi-
cally, using the “Create.NewFamilyInstance” method, s1 was generated based on the pf1
plane shown in the above figure. Similarly, the positioning lines for the straight rebars s2–s7
were obtained and the corresponding reinforcement examples were generated according
to different pf surfaces. The offset method was used to generate the corresponding rebar
positioning line based on the spacing of rebars. The formula for calculating the positioning
line of s8, named eigLoc, is as follow:

sLoc× (−XYZ.Basis.Y× strDis) (8)
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The same method can be applied to calculate the positioning lines for other straight
bars. However, if the user enters a line outline size parameter that is too small, resulting in
an X direction lower than one strDis distance in region1, the no.8 straight rebar will not be
generated. Similarly, if n strDises satisfies the distance requirement, n intermediate straight
rebars will be generated.

Triple bend rebar, U-shaped rebar, and bilateral reverse bend rebar do not require
zone division. Therefore, this step was omitted. However, due to their complex shapes,
different methods were used to create steel bar families, which result in different layouts
for these steel bars. As shown in the above figure, a triple bend rebar was created based
on the pf5 of the line outline; the U-shaped rebar was created based on the pf6 of the line
outline; and the bilateral reverse bend rebar was created based on the pf3 of the line outline.
The starting point and end point coordinates for t1, u1, and b1 were calculated as follows:

The start coordinates of t1, named tStartPt:
XBoard + boardLength + protLayerThickness + triDia

2 ,

YBoard− boardWidth
2 + biRevDia,

ZBoard + upLi f tHeight− protLayerThickness

 (9)

The end coordinates of t1, named tEndPt:
XBoard + boardLength + protLayerThickness + triDia

2 ,

YBoard + boardWidth
2 − biRevDia,

ZBoard + upLi f tHeight− xh1 + protLayerThickness

 (10)

The start coordinate of u1, named uStartPt:
XBoard + boardLength + xt− protLayerThickness− uDia

2 ,

YBoard− boardWidth
2 + biRevDia + triDia,

ZBoard + upLi f tHeight− protLayerThickness

 (11)

The end coordinate of u1, named uEndPt:
XBoard + boardLength + xt− protLayerThickness− uDia

2 ,

YBoard− boardWidth
2 + biRevDia + triDia,

ZBoard + upLi f tHeight− xh1 + protLayerThickness

 (12)

The start coordinate of b1, named bStartPt:
XBoard + boardLength + protLayerThickness + biRevDia

2 ,

YBoard− boardWidth
2 + protLayerThickness,

ZBoard + upLi f tHeight− xh1 + xt2− protLayerThickness

 (13)

The end coordinate of b1, named bEndPt:
XBoard + boardLength + xb2− protLayerThickness− biRevDia

2 ,

YBoard− boardWidth
2 + protLayerThickness,

ZBoard + upLi f tHeight− xh1 + xt2− protLayerThickness

 (14)

The method for calculating the positioning line of the steel bar is identical to that
of the straight steel bar. Therefore, we utilized the same approach to create instances of
steel bars t1, u1, and b1. For other reinforcement positions, based on user input regarding
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corresponding reinforcement arrangement spacing, we employed the “ElementTransfor-
mUtils.CopyElement” function in the API.

This paper employed the aforementioned method to elucidate both a contour of the
C-shaped line module and how to generate steel bars within air conditioning boards. Simi-
larly, modules required by balcony boards and bay windows were obtained using this same
methodology. To avoid repetitive operations, the relevant generated code was encapsulated
during compilation so as to independently create unit components and achieve design
knowledge reuse. The reason behind utilizing packaging methods lies in strengthening
the correlations between the parts while eliminating multiple compilations. Thus, the con-
venient invocation of these methods is facilitated by developers at any time for improved
modeling efficiency. Finally, design information, such as Building Information Modeling
(BIM) models and compiled code for each module, is stored within a module library that
forms a comprehensive collection of cantilevered structural component modules.

• Assembly design of prefabricated cantilevered structure components

According to user input information in UI, the modular design of cantilevering struc-
ture components was completed by using the functions of data association, model matching,
code fetching, and model combination of module library. In addition to completing basic
component modeling tasks, examples of embedded parts can also be retrieved from aux-
iliary module libraries enabling more detailed designs for target components. Figure 10
illustrates an example of a combination process involving specific types of air conditioning
board components integrated with L-shape lines.
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• Function for verification and modification

After creating the necessary component models, it was essential to perform structural de-
sign checks and verify whether the modules meet the requirements for design and production.
This verification process helped to identify areas that may require necessary modifications.

The pivotal code concept for structural verification was as follows: 1© Read the
component parameters. Created a “Read” method to extract the original cross-sectional
data of the model, retrieving data from “TextBox.Text” or “RadioButton” inputs. 2© Perform
formula-based calculations. The acquired data were input into the calculation formulas to
carry out load calculations and execute subroutines.
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The pivotal code concept for modifying the model’s rebars was as follows: 1© Iden-
tify the targeted rebar type. By comparing the rebar type and distribution information
before and after modification, identify the rebar number to be modified. 2© Remove re-
bar instances. Used the rebar number as a reference to acquire the corresponding rebar
“ElementId” and then employ the “Delete” method to remove the rebar instance. 3© Repo-
sition new rebars. Based on the new rebar information input, utilize the encapsulated
“Create.NewFamilyInstance” method to regenerate the rebars.

• Function for component management

The function mainly consists of two parts: bill of materials (BOM) and component
information. Among them, BOM is a document that explains the structure of the product,
showing the structural relationship between the final assembly, sub-assembly, components,
components, parts, and raw materials of the component in the form of a chart, as well as
the required quantity. For the assembled components, the BOM list is mainly manifested
as the steel bar bill of materials. The prefabricated BOM list is a very important link in
industrial manufacturing. It can help factories to assemble products correctly in a short
time and improve production efficiency.

To facilitate production and construction management and enhance the connection
between design and construction, component information, rebar information, and concrete
information were all stored in a “Dictionary”. The pivotal code concept was as follows:
1©Module information was saved on-the-fly. Create a “Write” method to input the required

instance information and add it to the extended storage “GUID”. 2© Describe the stored
entities. Use the “Schema” and “Entity” methods to identify the objects within the “GUID”.
3© Transfer and access data. Use the “JsonConvert” method to display the entity data in

the corresponding data format, and then store these data in a dictionary. Finally, used
the “Dataview” method to bind data and assign functionality, allowing access to data
information in component management.

4. Case Study
4.1. Case Overview

The project falls under the category of prefabricated residential construction and is lo-
cated in the Qing Shan district of Wuhan, with a total floor area of approximately
197,920 square meters and a capacity building area of 142,000 square meters. The project
primarily consists of residential buildings, with a small number of ground-floor busi-
nesses, supporting facilities, and one kindergarten. It includes one 16-story building, six
18-story small high-rise buildings, and two 45-story super-high-rise residential buildings,
all of which utilize a shear wall structural system. The project is a hybrid construction,
combining prefabricated components and cast-in-place columns. The types of prefabricated
components used include precast shear walls, precast infill walls, precast composite slabs,
precast stairs, precast balcony boards, precast air conditioning boards, and precast bay win-
dows. The prefabrication rate reaches 46% based on the capacity building area. Among these
prefabricated components, cantilevered structural components make up 12% of the project.

4.2. Model Establishment and Management

The modular design tool for cantilevered structural components, based on KBE, devel-
oped in this paper was applied to this practical case. The generated design model is shown
in Figure 11, with the orange blocks representing the prefabricated balcony board compo-
nents, the yellow blocks representing the prefabricated air conditioning board components,
and the red blocks representing the prefabricated bay window components.
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Using the “Reinforcement Modification” feature, the correct rebar layout was re-
designed to complete the modification and model creation for the component. Then,
utilizing the “Component Management” plugin, model data were obtained to generate a
BOM (Bill of Materials), visually displaying the required rebar information for the compo-
nent. Figure 12 shows the rebar cut list for the prefabricated balcony board in this project,
with the balcony board identified as YTB-01-1260.
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4.3. Results and Analysis

Using the cantilevered structural components in this prefabricated building project as an
example, the modular design tool developed in this paper was validated for its authenticity
and applicability. Traditional modeling in Revit and modular tool-based modeling were
employed, and a comparison of their modeling effectiveness is presented in Table 3.
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Table 3. Modular design approach compared to the traditional modeling approach.

Modeling
Methodology

Quantities
(pcs) Staffing Workflow Work Hours

(Min)
Add Up the
Total (Min)

Traditional
modeling tools

6396

Architectural
designer 1

Sort out all the cantilevered
structural components in

the project.
480

2880

Draw component outlines. 660
Connect components. 140

Structural
designer 1

Reinforce steel layout,
including distribution bars,
stress bars, and hoop bars.

1380

Duplicate the same
specification components that
generate the standard layer.

220

Modular design
tools

6158 2

Sort out data related to the
cantilevered structural

components.
480

780
Generate the modular

components. 300

238 — — — —

The result shows that, compared to traditional modeling tools, the cantilever struc-
tural component modular design tool based on KBE can improve the efficiency of de-
sign personnel by 72.92%. Among them, this tool can complete the modeling design for
6158 prefabricated components in the project, accounting for 96.1%, while it cannot fulfill
the modeling design requirements for 238 prefabricated components, accounting for 3.9%.
Among them, 238 component design failures occurred due to abnormal component model-
ing, which was beyond the scope of the module library in the current system and could not
be generated automatically, temporarily requiring designers to create them manually. The
experimental data indicate that this tool is well-suited for the modeling design process of
the vast majority of prefabricated cantilevered components.

The modular design tool automatically retrieves component-related data and conducts
structural verification on the generated components. This method improves the structural
safety of components through digital platform calculations. During the process of mod-
ifying and creating reinforcement, designers can quickly update reinforcement layouts,
diameters, or types without the need to regenerate the entire component or module, greatly
enhancing the efficiency of design changes.

Factory and construction personnel can use the BOM information to clearly identify
the component’s information parameters, including reinforcement data sheets, template
mold specifications, and embedded part details. The information is crucial for factory
production and on-site construction. The factory can further optimize its operations by
aligning the component specifications with its existing inventory, resulting in reduced
production lead times, which aids in reducing the production cycle and facilitating a
well-organized schedule for component and part allocation.

5. Discussion

At present, both domestic and international scholars [41,42] primarily focus on the
parametric modeling of prefabricated components, enabling the digital design of such
components. However, most research is geared towards generic component models, with
relatively limited investigation into parametric design for complex-shaped prefabricated
components. Previous research cannot meet the rapid generation of large quantities of
prefabricated components and the design process needs considerable modification, wast-
ing time and manpower, which greatly affects the design efficiency. According to the
design complexities of highly intricate prefabricated components, this paper developed a
knowledge-based engineering (KBE) modular design tool for cantilevered structural com-
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ponents. The tool aims to fill the existing research gap in the field. This study employed
modular design and composite assembly to create target components and made a lim-
ited number of modules into an unlimited number of PC components, thereby enhancing
design accuracy, which achieves an organic fusion of diverse and standardized design.
Consequently, this approach accomplishes knowledge-driven innovation. Furthermore, to
enhance the structural soundness and safety of the model designs, an additional function
of verification and modification was developed. This function enables the regeneration
of individual modules, significantly improving the efficiency of design changes. Addi-
tionally, the component management feature developed in this paper enables the reuse of
experience during the production and construction phases: automatically generating BOM
requests, facilitating customized production at the factory, optimizing on-site component
scheduling, and enhancing data connectivity among design, factory, and construction. The
design method proposed in this paper is conducive to the development and application of
prefabricated construction and BIM technology. For curved components in buildings, the
methodology proposed in this paper remains applicable to their design. In the building
module library phase, a parametric family of curved components is created using Revit.
These family files are then instantiated through secondary development techniques. Dur-
ing the instantiation process, “Arc.Create”, “CurveLoop”, “Create.NewCrossFitting” and
other related functions in the API are available for use. Finally, the creation of the target
component is completed by module assembly.

However, the research in this paper has some limitations: (1) The research object
of this paper is reinforced concrete structural members. There are fewer studies on the
more popular concrete–steel structures, and the research related to such components
can be continuously promoted in the future. Further research should expand the scope
of application of modular design methods. (2) During the modeling process using the
modular design tool, there were a few components that could not be modeled. This shows
that the model base in the current research system still needs to be expanded. In the future,
the modular libraries can be expanded continuously to improve the degree of component
diversification and meet the design needs of more complex components. (3) The design
concept based on KBE and the methodology of quadratic split modularity in this paper are
applicable to all regions. However, due to the specifications of different regions, the design
rules of prefabricated components are also different, resulting in the rule engine needing
to be adjusted according to the local code requirements. (4) At present, deep learning
(DL) [43], artificial intelligence (AI) [44], data mining (DM) [45], and neural networks [46]
have a significant impact on various branches of civil engineering. These approaches have
been extensively employed in numerical modeling, predicting interest fields and designing
engineering structures. Therefore, intelligent modelling or intelligent design is gradually
becoming a trend [47–50]. In future research, especially in the tool development phase,
relevant algorithms can be introduced. In this way, not only can a duplicate or redundant
code be optimized, but also the number of iterations can be reduced. This measure leads to
an increase in the speed of the operation of the system and thus a significant increase in the
efficiency of the component design.

6. Conclusions

This paper formalized existing design knowledge and rules using Revit’s secondary
development techniques and developed a program for the modular design of prefabricated
cantilevered structural components based on knowledge-based engineering (KBE). It in-
cluded designing functional panels and their corresponding user interfaces to enhance the
tool’s usability. The creation of the modular components’ library lays the foundation for the
subsequent modular design of prefabricated components. Verifying and assessing the struc-
tural functionality of components, making targeted modifications to reinforcement within
modules, automatically annotating component numbers, and exporting corresponding
rebar material information all contribute to providing valuable references for subsequent
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production and installation. Based on these steps, the modular design process for can-
tilevered structural components was achieved, leading to the following conclusions:

(1) Based on the theoretical framework of KBE, this study systematically organized knowl-
edge related to the design parameters and structural requirements of cantilevered
structural components, adhering to the principles of secondary split modularization
and modulars coordination. The aim was to achieve knowledge reuse and accomplish
the meticulous design of components, thereby enhancing the versatility of module
utilization. Utilizing rule libraries obtained through KBE knowledge decomposition,
components were subjected to verification and assessment, ensuring structural safety
and rationality before production. This enhanced component precision and quality,
while effectively reducing the design cycle and preventing cost overruns. Additionally,
this paper developed a component management function based on design knowledge
for manufacturing and assembly. This function automatically stores component in-
formation, facilitates model information sharing, and strengthens data connectivity
between design, production, and construction processes. It aids in factory mass pro-
duction while optimizing site scheduling plans to improve construction efficiency
that aligns with the industrial batch construction mode.

(2) Utilizing C# language for secondary development of Revit using object-oriented
expression methods simplifies complex design knowledge into an intuitive user
interface and logical programming language that is easy for users to operate. Through
Revit secondary development, module connection issues during the modeling process
are effectively resolved by eliminating redundant modeling tasks. Consequently,
component modeling efficiency is significantly improved while reducing designers’
workload. The developed tool system exhibits high maintainability as well as allowing
future updates to enhance diversified component designs of prefabricated buildings.
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